
 3 Keys to to knowing you're #MeantForMore and
the permission you already have to go for it.

Is the "collaboration over competition" mentality
actually holding women back? Let's chat...

When everyone "zig's," go for the "zag..." How to
make a stand-out pivot and make a Major
I.M.P.A.C.T with my 7 step method.

How I went from the girl hiding in the background
to top 6 in the World (and how YOU can gain that
kind of unshakable confidence too).

The way women work (and it has nothing to do with
"bro-marketing...")

Being visible & vulnerable, plus the gift (and life-
changing tools) that losing a child gave me.

Charity is an author, inspirational speaker, and founder that has empowered
over 1000 women, all around the world, to step into their greatest potential,
grow their confidence, align with their purpose so they can grow their income,
increase their influence and make a major impact.

After struggling with limiting beliefs and journeying through the loss of a child,
Charity was given the gift of unshakable confidence that we are all here on
purpose, for a purpose. With this belief (along with the tools she learned along
the way), she equips others to unlock their purpose and step unapologetically
into who they are meant to be and how they are meant to live out their destiny.

She is a former TV host, founder of Business & Bubbly, a nation-wide
networking group for women in business, she's the host to the popular "Meant
For More" Podcast, host to the Business & Bubbly Podcast, author to the #1 New
Release/#2 Best Seller, "Meant For More; Igniting Your Purpose in a World That
Tries to Dim Your Light," and has been speaking, training, and facilitating
transformational events & building community for over 15 years.

Her favorite titles are “Babe” to her husband, Chris, and “Mama” to her son,
Judah & daughter Eden. She also is a recovering plant killer, a total book-nerd,
loves to adventure around the world and doesn’t take herself too seriously
(because there is enough serious stuff in this world and dance parties are a must).
Her favorite foods are Thai food and Mexican food (bring on the spicy stuff)!
One of her favorite days was when her and her family went to Africa and gave
over 100 pairs of shoes to orphans and children's centers.
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